
    You Call That Help?   by Kegler 
 

Ten answers become new words or names prior to entry, as described by 24 Across. 
 

 
 

Across  
 1 This sect I confused with moral idealists 

 8 Again arrange for spa 

 13 Fight when finally alert 

 14 Leaders of oceanarium rapturously celebrate 
acquiring Shamu, e.g. 

 16 Reportedly run from insect 

 17 A most unusual mouth 

 18 Element of bachelor's last words rejected, in sum 

 19 I travel around most of lot for northern abode 

 21 Disputes noted hawk packing gun endlessly 

 22 Ms. Farrow is lost in a war zone 

 24 See instructions 

 26 Gets no green UFO drivers 

 28 Again traps retreating marksman 

 31 Excellent duet playing practice piece 

 32 Relative hugging eastern singer's hairy constituent 

 33 Instrument left behind five-and-ten 

 35 Former spouses essentially requested kinky sex 

 36 Yorkshire terrier exhibits network of nerve fibers 

 37 Government agency acquires new places to hold 
people overnight? 

 38 Signify need to broadcast 

 39 Tel Aviv native's alternative realities 

 

Down  
 2 Tough changes to be expected 

 3 Sinner to upset Gregorian monks, at times 

 4 Speak lovingly of chef, for the most part 

 5 MacLaine character investing bit of money in 
savings plan 

 6 Greedily consume wrap 

 7 Open-ended rising number with interest in 
percussion instrument 

 8 Announced proper ceremony 

 9 Times are changing, son 

 10 Unruffled escort chases a couple of secretaries 

 11 Badly maul graduate 

 12 Wild asses chewed oranges 

 13 Consuming punch, you and I and Ned turned pale 

 15 Pursuers whipping those who take by force 

 16 His bananas, wrapped in foil, a source of omega-3 
fatty acids (2 wds) 

 20 Skater Baiul permits an article 

 23 During study time, get less edgy? 

 25 Runs after actress Campbell?  Not once 

 27 Witnessed recital of movie part 

 28 Drunk snorts oddly 

 29 Pleasant city in France 

 30 Threesome spending time in Spanish river 

 34 Shirt for athletic supporter? 
 


